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The maintenance of right in living environment is an activity of supervision which is done by the government that is living environment which is based on the regulation No 32 years 2009 about the protection and processing living environment. The implementation of processing waste of burning coal waste which are done by some industry in Bandar Lampung was found many things whose have not appropriate with the regulation, so this case was worried caused damage environment. The problem from this research was how was the implementation of supervision the official of living environment in Bandar Lampung to wards the processy of burning coal waste for industry and what were the factors which were impede to implementation of supervision.

The methode which was used yuridis normative approach and yuridis empiris. The collecting data and interview, literature study, and document study. The data which have been collected then to presented in the essay form and then to presented for implementation in discussing and analyzing in kuantitative, then the researcher took the summary.

The result of this research of this research and the discussion showed that the implementation of supervision which was done by BPPLH in Bandar Lampung to ward the processing of burning coal waste for industry were done in a way, doing obligatory procedure for receiving permission for temporary keeping LB3 area. To organize the supervisor of implementation policy in living environment area of Bandar Lampung. There were many factors which impede in implementation of supervison BPPLH Bandar Lampung to ward the processing of burning coal waste for industry were the limitation of human resources (SDM) professional institution which was belonged by BPPLH Bandar Lampung in implementation for supervision. The limitation of transportation facilities or operational field for doing supervision.
The researcher suggest to BPPLH Bandar Lampung for doing many socialization to enterprises who related with the processing of living enviornment, especially the processing waste and it must be appropriate to the regulation which has been decided.
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